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In this contribution, we extend the theory of symmetry-based pulse sequences of types CN^ and RN* 
in magic-angle-spinning nuclear resonance spectroscopy [M. H. Levitt, in Encyclopedia o f  Nuclear 
M agnetic Resonance, edited by D. M. Grant and R. K. Harris (Wiley, Chichester, 2002), Vol. 9]. to 
the case of rotating the sample simultaneously around two different angles with respect to the 
external magnetic field (double-rotation). We consider the case of spin-1/2 nuclei in general and the 
case of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei that are subjected to weak radio frequency pulses operating 
selectively on the central-transition polarizations. The transformation properties of the homonuclear 
dipolar interactions and J -couplings under central-transition-selective spin rotations are presented. 
We show that the pulse sequence R21,R2-1 originally developed for homonuclear dipolar recoupling 
of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei under magic-angle-spinning conditions [M. Edén, D. Zhou, and 
J. Yu, Chem. Phys. Lett. 431, 397 (2006)] may be used for the same purpose in the case of double 
rotation, if the radio frequency pulses are synchronized with the outer rotation of the sample. We 
apply this sequence, sandwiched by central-transition selective 90° pulses, to excite double-quantum 
coherences in homonuclear spin systems consisting of 23N a and 27Al nuclei. ©  2008 American  
Institute o f  Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3005395]
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid-state NMR has developed into a powerful tool for 
obtaining detailed information about the structure, order, and 
dynamics in partly disordered inorganic, organic, and bio­
logical materials. Typical examples for which NMR studies 
are favored are glasses, micro- and mesoporous materials 
including zeolites and aluminophosphates, aluminates, metal 
hydrides, semiconductors, natural and synthetic polymers, 
biomimicking materials, biological macromolecules, and fi­
bers. Qualitative and quantitative information about spatial 
proximity and internuclear distances may be obtained by uti­
lizing the internuclear dipolar interactions. In order to obtain 
high-resolution isotropic spectra of spin-1/2 nuclei, the 
sample is rapidly rotated about an axis at the magic angle 
(—54.74°) with respect to the static magnetic field, which 
largely removes the effect of anisotropic spin interactions. To 
establish spatial proximities and estimate internuclear dis­
tances under magic-angle spinning (MAS) conditions re­
quires sequences of resonant radio frequency (rf) pulses syn­
chronized with the sample rotation to suspend the averaging 
effect of the MAS over a defined time interval. There are 
many different types of pulse sequences achieving recou­
pling of dipolar interactions between nuclei of the same type 
(homonuclear recoupling) and between nuclei of different 
types (heteronuclear recoupling).1-3 Especially the use of 
symmetry theory has led to the design of many rotor- 
synchronized rf pulse sequences operating under MAS in
a)Author to whom  correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
a.brinkm ann@ science.ru.nl. Tel.: + 31 -24 -3653108 . FAX: +  31-24­
3652112.
recent years, denoted C N ” and RN^ sequences, which selec­
tively preserve or restore certain spin interactions while sup­
pressing others.3,4
Nuclei with spin S >  1 /2  are subject to quadrupolar cou­
plings, which cannot be averaged completely by MAS. One 
very successful method to obtain high-resolution isotropic 
spectra of quadrupolar nuclei with half-integer nuclear spin 
is multi-quantum MAS (MQMAS) NMR.5,6 A technically 
more demanding but also more powerful method to obtain 
high resolution spectra of quadrupolar nuclei is double rota­
tion (DOR) NMR (Refs. 7- 11). Here the sample is spun 
simultaneously around two angles with respect to the exter­
nal magnetic field, which leads to averaging of the quadru­
polar coupling and hence to well resolved spectra. Recent 
developments in the design of DOR stators have overcome
the technical difficulties and mechanical instabilities of early
u 12,13 approaches.
Recoupling the dipolar interaction between quadrupolar 
nuclei under MAS in a controlled and predictable fashion is 
a difficult task because of the complicated nuclear spin dy­
namics of the quadrupolar nuclei in the presence of rf fields. 
Therefore, one successful method to establish spatial prox­
imities between quadrupolar nuclei is spin diffusion via 
abundant protons.14,15 Other methods that do not require ap­
plication rf pulses to the quadrupolar nuclei are rotational 
resonance (R2) (Ref. 16) and quadrupolar-driven dipolar 
recoupling.17-21 These methods achieve dipolar recoupling at 
specific values or a certain range of the MAS frequency. In 
addition, spinning the sample at an angle other than the 
magic-angle (off-MAS) prevents the dipolar interactions to 
be averaged completely.22-24 In the case of half-integer qua- 
drupolar nuclei, the use of weak rf fields makes it possible to
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selectively rotate the central-transition polarizations in the 
same fashion as for fictitious spin-1/2 nuclei25,26 each pos­
sessing two energy levels. This has allowed to transfer some 
of the dipolar recoupling methods employing rf fields such as 
the rotary resonance (R3) (Refs. 27 and 28) and the HOR­
ROR (Refs. 27, 29, and 30) techniques that have been devel-
31,32oped for spin-1/2 nuclei ’ to the case of half-integer qua­
drupolar nuclei. Recently, Edén et al. have successfully 
demonstrated the use of symmetry-based rf pulse sequences 
to achieve homonuclear dipolar recoupling between quadru- 
polar nuclei33,34 by employing supercycled versions of the 
R4^ and R66 sequences.35 These sequences may on the one 
hand be employed during the mixing time of a two­
dimensional (2D) experiment to obtain 2D spectra correlat­
ing single-quantum coherences (1QC) of half-integer qua-
33drupolar nuclei in close spatial contact. On the other hand, 
when sandwiched between central-transition selective 90° 
pulses, they can be used to excite two-spin double-quantum 
coherences (2QC) between dipolar-coupled half-integer qua­
drupolar nuclei and to record 2D spectra correlating 2QC and 
1QC,34 which have the advantage over 1Q-1Q correlation 
spectra that 2QC between identical spin sites appear on the 
diagonal of the 2D spectrum. It has been shown that the 
supercycled R2J, sequence leads to improved performance in 
the excitation of two-spin 2QC in half-integer quadrupolar 
spin systems.34 In addition, Mali et al. have used this se­
quence to roughly determine the homonuclear dipolar cou­
pling from the 2QC buildup curves, when additional infor­
mation about the quadrupolar coupling and its relative 
orientation with respect to the dipolar coupling is known.36 
Recently, Lo and Edén presented variants of the R2J, se­
quence that are significantly better compensated for reso-
37nance offsets and rf amplitude errors.
So far, only spin diffusion has been used to establish 
spatial proximities between half-integer quadrupolar nuclei 
under DOR conditions.12,38 In this contribution, we extend 
the concept of rotor-synchronized recoupling sequences of 
types C N  and R N ” operating under MAS to the case of
DOR. In order to develop an analytical description of these
39recoupling sequences using average Hamiltonian theory, 
we assume central-transition selective rf fields at this stage.
II. CENTRAL-TRANSITION SELECTIVE  
SYMMETRY-BASED RECOUPLING
A. Central-transition spin Hamiltonian
Consider a multiple spin system consisting of half­
integer quadrupolar S-spins to which an rf sequence is ap­
plied, where the rf field strength Mrf is small compared to the 
quadrupolar frequency m q= 3C q / (2S(2S -1 ) ) .  Here C q 
= e2q Q / h  is the quadrupolar coupling constant, where Q is 
the quadrupole moment, e is the magnitude of the electron 
charge, and qe is the anisotropy of the electric field gradient 
tensor. This allows us to restrict the analysis of the S-spin 
dynamics to the central transition subspace, denoted 
(-1  /2 ,1 /2 ) , of the quadrupolar nuclei. The use of fictitious 
spin-1/2 operators applied to the central transition of the qua- 
drupolar spin system allows for a theoretical description that 
is analogous to the case of spin-1/2 nuclei.25,26 In this case,
the nutation frequency of the central transition magnetization 
is given by Mnut(S) = (S + 1 / 2)Mrf. It should be noted, how­
ever, that in the case of powdered samples and sample spin­
ning (MAS or DOR), the prerequisite of weak rf fields may 
not be fulfilled for all crystallite orientations and at all time 
points.
The total central-transition spin Hamiltonian is given by 
the sum of the Hamiltonians of the interaction with the 
central-transition selective rf field and the internal spin inter­
actions A,
H (-1/2,1/2)(t) = H f:1/2,1/2)(t) + 2  HA(-1/2,1/2)(t). (1)
The central-transition Hamiltonian H A(-1/2,1/2)(t) may be ex­
pressed as a sum of terms that transform as irreducible 
spherical tensors of rank l for spatial rotations and as irre­
ducible spherical tensors of rank X for rotations of the 
central-transition fictitious spin-1/2 polarizations. Hence, 
each term is a product of the component m  of the lth rank 
spatial irreducible spherical tensor Aa , and the component i  
of the Xth rank central-transition irreducible spherical spin 
tensor operator t a(-1/2,1/2). The spatial and central-transition 
spin components are denoted Afm and Z’A(—1/2,1/2), respec­
tively, with the spatial quantum number m  and spin quantum 
number i  taking the values m  = - l , - l  + 1 , . . . , l  and i = - X , 
-X  + 1 , . . . ,  X. The components tA - 1/2,1/2) are defined with 
the help of the fictitious spin-1/2 operators analogous to the 
case of spin-1/2 nuclei.39,40 In the high-field approximation, 
the central-transition Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame is 
given by
H A(-1/2,1/2)(t) = 2[AA0(t)]LcA(S)TA(-1/2,1/2),X0 (2)
X,l
where [A^0(t)]L is the 0th component of the spatial tensor 
written in the laboratory frame L. This component is ob­
tained by transforming the spatial tensor from the principal 
axis system P  of the respective spin interaction into L  by a 
series of rotations. The space and central-transition spin 
ranks of the isotropic chemical shift is given by l =0, X =1. 
The chemical shift anisotropy has ranks l =2, i = 1 .  The iso­
tropic homonuclear /-coupling has the space rank l =0. The 
homonuclear dipolar coupling has the space rank l =2. It 
should be noted that the transformation properties of the 
homonuclear isotropic /-coupling and homonuclear dipolar 
coupling under central-transition-selective spin rotations is 
not the same as under nonselective overall spin rotations. 
Table I lists the transformation properties of these two inter­
actions under central-transition spin rotations. In contrast to 
the case of overall spin rotations, both interactions contain 
components that transform as tensors of rank 0 and 2 under 
central-transition spin rotations for S >  1 /2 . This makes it 
necessary to introduce an additional constant cA(S) in Eq. 
(2), that specifies the amplitudes of the terms with rank X 
= 0 and 2 for these two interactions between the nuclear spins 
denoted j  and k,
[ j o ]20 (-1/2,1/2) 5(s )T)o(
-1/2,1/2) DD+ c 5(S)Tio
-1/2,1/2) (3)
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TABLE I. Properties o f the hom onuclear dipolar coupling and hom onuclear isotropic /-coup ling  under spatial rotations and central-transition-selective spin 
rotations.
Interaction A
Space part ( - 1  / 2 ,1 / 2 )  spin part
l F [A«,]f X cA(S) o ( )2 cA(3/2 ) cA (5/2 )
Homonuclear dipolar coupling D D 2 P V6bjk 0 V2(S- 1 / 2 )(S  + 3 /2 )  / 3 0 V2 (8V2 ) / 3
2 {2 + (S + 1 /  2 )2} / 3 1 2 11/3
Homonuclear isotropic /-coup ling / 0 L -V 3 2 w / 0 {1 + 2 (S  + 1 / 2 )2} / 3 I 3 19/3
2 V2(S- 1 / 2 )(S  + 3 /2 )  / 3 0 V2 (8V2 ) / 3
[T iU - 1/2,1/2) = C0(S)Tfo(-1/2’1/2) + C2(S)Tf0(-1/2'1/2), (4)
where subscript [ ](-1/21/2) denotes the central-transition ele­
ments of the given components of the irreducible spherical 
tensor operator for nonselective spin rotations. Table I gives 
the expressions for c ^ S ) for general spin S  and for the spe­
cial cases of S  = 1 /2 , 3/2, and 5/2.
We would like to point out that the transformation prop­
erties of the homonuclear isotropic /-coupling between half­
integer quadrupolar nuclei under central-transition-selective 
rf pulses listed in Table I allow the design of pulse sequences 
that generate an average Hamiltonian of the homonuclear 
/-coupling that is different from the original interaction in 
the laboratory frame. For example, a homonuclear double­
quantum (2Q) /-coupling Hamiltonian could be created, 
which is not possible in the case of spin-1 /2  nuclei or non­
central-transition-selective pulses.
B. Average Hamiltonian theory under MAS
The symmetry-based CNV and RNV recoupling se­
quences, possible supercycles, and the theory of these 
schemes in first- and second-order average Hamiltonians 
have been discussed for the case of spin-1 /2  nuclei under 
MAS conditions in great detail before .3,41- 48 Here we would 
like to first briefly outline the theoretical considerations for 
the application of CNV and RNV sequences employing weak 
central-transition-selective rf fields to half-integer quadrupo- 
lar nuclei in the case of MAS before extending the theoreti­
cal description to the case of DOR in the next section.
CNV and RNV sequences are defined by the set of three 
integer symmetry numbers (N , n , v). A CNV sequence is con­
structed from a basic cyclic pulse element C of duration tc 
= nTr/N, where Tr= 2 ^ / wr is the rotational period and wr is 
the angular spinning frequency. The CN vn sequence is ob­
tained by concatenating N  phase-shifted cycles, with overall 
phase shifts that are incremented in steps of 2 otv/N  between 
consecutive cycles. A RNV sequence is built from a basic 
inversion pulse element R  of duration tr = nTr/ N. A second 
element R ' is derived from R  by reversing the sign of all rf 
phases. The RN vn sequence is formed by repeating the pair 
(R )^ (R ' ) - 0  N /2 times, where the additional phase shift is 
given by <j)= ttv/N . The duration of the whole CNV or RNV 
sequence is given by vTr.
In the case of MAS, the component [Al0(t)]L of the spa­
tial tensor in the laboratory frame L  in Eq. (2) may be written 
as
[ a A « ]L = 2  [AAm]Rd (mo(ßRL)ex p {-  im(a°RL -  « /)} , (5)
m
where [ A ^ Y  is the mth component of the spatial irreducible 
spherical tensor of rank l  of the interaction A, written in the 
rotor-fixed frame R. The z-axis of this frame is inclined at the 
angle ß RL = arctan V2~ 54.74° with respect to the static mag­
netic field direction for exact MAS and a°RL defines the initial 
rotor position. The component of the spatial tensor in the 
rotor-fixed frame is obtained by transforming it from the 
principal axis system P  as follows:
l
[ A l /  = 2  [A m rD m U ß A M ^ 'm ^ M R ) . (6 )
m ' ,m"=-i
The Euler angles Q,AM= {opM ,ßpM, Tpm}  describe the rela­
tive orientation of the principal axis frame of the interaction 
A and a molecule-fixed frame. The Euler angles Q MR 
= {o MR, ß MR, JMr} relate the molecular frame to the rotor- 
fixed frame and occur with equal probability in a powder.
The rotor-synchronized CNV and RNV sequences maybe 
analyzed by transforming the central-transition Hamiltonian 
in Eq. (1) into the interaction frame of the central-transition 
selective rf field and by subsequently calculating the time­
independent effective Hamiltonian using the Magnus 
39expansion. This approach is strictly only valid in case the rf 
pulses rotate the nuclear spin states in all crystallite orienta­
tions and rotor positions equally. This is fulfilled in the case 
of spin-1 /2  nuclei, but may not be always fulfilled for spin 
>  1 /2  nuclei. The first order result of the effective Hamil­
tonian (first order average Hamiltonian) is
u(-1/2,1/2) _ uA(-1/2,1/2)
H -  Zu H lmXi
A,l,m,X,i
= 2  0>AmklA ( S ) T ^ m , m , (7)
A,l,m,X,|
where
^im ki SlmX|AlmX|[A/m] exp{ ^m (o RL ^ rt0)}, (8 )
where KlmX/x is the scaling factor3,44 ,46 of the recoupled term 
with quantum numbers ( l, m , X, | ) .  The starting time point of 
the recoupling sequence is given by t0 and a°RL denotes the 
initial position of the MAS rotor at that time point. The fac­
tor SlmX/x only depends on the quantum numbers ( l, m , X , | )  
and the symmetry numbers (N , v , v) of the pulse sequence.48 
It gives rise to the first order selection rules , 3,41,43,45,48 i.e., it 
evaluates to S lmXl= 1, except in the cases
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A(-1/2,1/2) . 
lmXi
= 0 if
m v  -  /XV #  N Z  for CNV
N Vm v  -  XV  #  — Z X for RNn
(9)
Here Z  is any integer and Z X is an integer with the same 
parity as X. For even X, ZX represents any even integer, 
whereas it corresponds to any odd  integer if X is odd.
C. Average Hamiltonian theory under DOR
In the following, we extend the case of symmetry-based 
recoupling to the case of DOR following the discussion of 
the MAS case in the previous section. We define Tor 
= 2 k / wor and Tir= 2w /w ir as the periods and wor and wir as 
the spinning frequencies of the rotation of the outer and inner 
rotor, respectively. In order to be able to apply average 
Hamiltonian theory, we assume for simplicity that the ratio 
of the two spinning frequencies corresponds to a rational 
number,
PirTir PorToi
p irMor p orMir
Tr (10)
(11)
where Pir and P or are relative prime integers. The rotation of 
the outer and inner rotor therefore share the same period Tr. 
It should be noted that alternatively Floquet theory49-52 could 
be used to analyze recoupling by rf pulse sequences under 
DOR. This approach does not require the assumption Eq. 
( I l ) , i.e., the two rotation frequencies may be incommensu­
rate. The case of DOR experiments without the application 
of rf pulses has been described using bimodal Floquet 
theory,52-54 whereas in case that rf irradiation is applied with
an additional incommensurate periodicity, a trimodal ap-
50,55proach is required.
We would like to define symmetry-based pulse se­
quences under DOR in a similar way as it is done under 
MAS described in Sec. II B. However, since in general we 
have to use the common period Tr as reference instead of 
solely the inner or outer rotation period, we suggest to use a 
different notation for the pulse sequences under DOR. 
CNW(pir/p or) and RNW(pir/p or) sequences under DOR are 
constructed by placing a total of N  basic elements in npor 
periods of the rotation of the outer rotor, which corresponds 
to n p ir periods of the inner rotation, as shown by Eq. (10). 
The symmetry number V has the same function to define the 
phases of the basic elements as V for the case of MAS, i.e., 
the phases are incremented in steps of 2 k v /N  in case of 
CNV(pir/p or) sequences, and the additional phase shift is 
given by <f>= k v /N  in case of RNV(pir/p or) sequences. Figure 
l shows an example to illustrate this notation.
In the case of DOR, the component [Al0(t)]L of the spa­
tial tensor in the laboratory frame L  in Eq. (2) may be written 
as
outer rotat i on 
rf fi eld
7 3
6 X T
0,
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 2 3 4 5
R 7 -(1 3 /3)
R 6 -(1 3 /3) 
R 2-(13 /3  )
FIG. l.  Exam ples to illustrate the notation o f the rotor-synchronized pulse 
sequences under DOR for p ir/por = 1 3 /3 . In the case o f  the R 7 2 (l3 /3 )  se­
quence (N = 7 , v = 2 , V=3), seven inversion elem ents are placed in  npor= 6  
outer rotation periods corresponding to n p ir = 26  inner rotation periods. The 
additional phase shift is given by <£= 180° X V/N ^  77.1°. In the case o f the 
R 63( l 3 / 3) sequence (N  = 6 , v = 2 , V=3), six  inversion elem ents are placed in 
n p or = 6 outer rotation periods corresponding to npir = 26 inner rotation peri­
ods. The additional phase shift is given by <£=180° X V/N = 90°. Since for 
the R 63( l 3 / 3) sequence N = 2 X por and V = l X p o n the sequence may be 
defined by only referring to the outer rotation as R 2 2 (l3 /3 )  with N  = 2 , v  
= 2, and v=  l .  H ence the additional phase shift is <£= 180° X v /N = 9 0 ° as in 
the case o f the corresponding sequence under MAS.
[ a A « ]L = 2  [ A m p ^ ß o ^ J ß o L )
mir,mor
Xexp{- im ir(a,0 -  w^t)
■ im or(y I0 + a 0L Mort)}. (12)
[Aim. ]I is the m irth component of the spatial tensor in the 
reference frame fixed on the inner rotor such that the z-axis 
points along the spinner axis of the inner rotor. The z-axis of 
this frame encloses an angle of ß I0= arctan V 4- 2V l0/3 
~  30.56° with the z-axis of the reference frame fixed on the 
outer rotor. The z-axis of the outer-rotor frame is inclined at 
the magic-angle ß 0L = arctanV2~ 54.74° with respect to the 
static magnetic field direction. The angles aI0 and a°0L define 
the initial positions of the inner and outer rotor, respectively. 
The latter can equivalently be specified by the angle yI0, 
which is included in Eq. (12) for consistency with existing 
literature.8,56 The component of the spatial tensor in the 
inner-rotor frame is obtained by transforming it from the 
principal axis system P ,
[Am
l
2 [ aa ]Pd (1)L lm"-l 1Jm"> (^M l), (l3)
"=-l
where the Euler angles Q MI = {aMI, ß MI, yMI} relate the mo­
lecular frame to the inner-rotor frame.
The first-order average Hamiltonian of the central­
transition selective tC N vl(pir/p or) and RNV(pir/p ir) sequences 
under DOR conditions may be written as
(-l/2,l/2). H
A,l,mir,mor,X,l
2
A ,l,mir,mor,X,x
A(-l/2,l/2)
lmi^oyXl
—A A /'7 -’A(-l/2,l/2) / i ,i\
MlmirmorX lCX (S)TX| % (l4)
with
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 XTnner rotation
I
m ,m
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TABLE II. Scaling factors (strictly only for sp in -l/2  nuclei) for the R22R221 sequence under M AS for the basic 
elem ent ( tr-T i8o)/ 2 - 1 8 0 , - ( tr-T i8o)/2  with Ti8o=/tr.
Scaling factor / /  = 0 /  = l /  = 0 . l /  =0 .067
k2120 V3 sin ( k/ ) / { ^ ( l - / 2)} 0 V3 / 8 ~  0.217 0.043 0.029
k2220 -V 6  sin (2 k/ ) / {1 6 k ( 1 - 4 / 2)} 0 0 -0 .0 3 0 -0 .0 2 0
AM,lmirmorXx S lmirmorXxKlmilmorX l[Almi ~\
Xexp{- im ir(a 00 -  Mirt0)
-  im or(y I0 + a 0L -  Mort0)}, (15)
where k ,lmirmorXX is the scaling factor of the recoupled term 
with quantum numbers ( l, m ir, m or, X , | )  and t0 is the starting 
time point of the recoupling sequence. As discussed in the 
previous section, these results are strictly only valid in case 
the rf pulses rotate the nuclear spin states in all crystallite 
orientations and rotor positions equally. The factor Slm m Xl 
gives rise to the first order selection rules analogous to the 
case of MAS, i.e., it evaluates to Slm,m X |= l ,  except in the 
cases
H = S  =lmitmorXx lmirnorXX "
(mirpir + morpor)v -  *  N Z  for C ^ p ^ p o r )
0
if N  __ v
(m irpir + m orpor)v  -  l v  Z X for RNV(pir/por)2
(16)
Here Z  is any integer and Z X is an integer with the same 
parity as X. For even X, Z X represents any evev  integer, 
whereas it corresponds to any odd  integer if X is odd.
Since the outer rotation in DOR corresponds to the 
magic-angle rotation, it is useful to consider the special 
cases, where the pulse sequence symmetries are chosen such 
that N = N p or and v= vpor. In this special case, the symme­
tries can be simplified and defined by solely referring to the 
outer (MAS) rotation. We suggest in this case to use the plain 
notation CNV(pir/p or) and RNV(pir/p or), where the symmetry 
numbers N , v , and V refer to the rotation of the outer rotor 
and make them equivalent to the definition of CN Vv and RN Vv 
sequences for the case of MAS, i.e., a total of N  basic ele­
ments are placed in v  outer rotation periods, where the 
phases are incremented in steps of 2wv /N  in case of 
CNV(pir/p or) sequences, and the additional phase shift is 
given by <f>= k v /N  in case of RNV(pir/p or) sequences. Figure
l shows an example of how the general notation 
RNV(pir/p or) is linked to the simplified notation RNV(pir/p or) 
if the above conditions are fulfilled. In this case, the selection 
rules in Eq. (16) simplify to
H SlmlmirmorXx irmorXx 0
(mirpir/por + mor)v -  fXV *  N Z  for CNV(pir/por)
if
CNV(pir/p or) and RNV(pir/p or) that select terms with m ir =0 
in the first order average Hamiltonian under DOR can be 
considered completely equivalent to their counterparts under 
MAS. In addition, in this case, the first order average Hamil­
tonian in Eqs. (14) and (15) would be independent of the 
initial position of the inner rotor.
D. Double-quantum recoupling under MAS
Edén et al. have shown that the pulse sequence R22R2-1 
generates a first-order average Hamiltonian containing both 
zero-quantum (ZQ) and 2Q terms in the homonuclear dipolar 
couplings34 under MAS. A simple choice for the basic ele­
ment R  is a 180° pulse with rf phase 0 (denoted as l800 
pulse) and the duration t 180 placed in the center of the time
interval tr , where /  = t 180 / tr defines the ratio of the dura-
57tions of the pulse and the basic element. In the case of /  
= l , a windowless basic element is obtained, whereas the 
case of /  =0 corresponds to ideal infinitesimal short pulses. 
In the case of a windowed or windowless basic element em­
ploying a l800 pulse, the recoupled terms for the homo­
nuclear dipolar couplings under the R2l,R2-1 sequence are 
given by ( l, m , X , |)  = (2, ± 2 ,2 ,0 ) , (2, ± 2 ,2 ,- 2 ) ,  
(2, ± 2 ,2 ,2 ) , (2, ±  l ,2 ,0 ) ,  (2, ±  l ,2 , - 2 ) ,  and 
(2, ±  l ,2 ,2 ) .  In addition, the symmetry allowed terms for 
the isotropic /-couplings are given by ( l, m , X , | )  
= (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ) , (0,0,2,0), and (0 ,0 ,2 , ± 2), where the terms 
with X=2 only appear for the case of S  >  l / 2 and are a 
consequence of the central-transition selective rf irradiation, 
as shown in Table I . Therefore the total first-order central­
transition average Hamiltonian for the R2^R2-1 is given by
H (-1/2,1/2)(R2^R2-1) = 2  {HDkD(-l/2,l/2)(R2lR2-1)
j<k
+ H/ k_1/2’1/2)(R22R2-1)}, (18)
where the sum is taken over all homonuclear spin-pairs. The 
average Hamiltonian of the homonuclear dipolar couplings 
may be simplified to
HDd(-1/2,1/2)(r 21r 2-1)
DD
(S)2 Re 2  H2m20
jk(-l/2,l/2)
20 --- (TJ
V6(Tj
Jk(-l/2,l/2) + Tjk(-l/2,l/2)
2-2 22
(19)
where the frequencies H2m20 are defined in Eq. (8). The cor­
responding scaling factor K2m20 are given in Table II and the 
constant cDD(S) is listed in Table I . These scaling factors are 
where it is important to note that pulse sequences strictly only valid for the case of spin-l/2 nuclei. Edén has
N V
(mirpir/por + mor)v  -  l v  *  ^ ZX for R N l^ ir 1^ or) ,
(17)
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calculated related scaling factors for windowed basic ele­
ments for 2Q recoupling RNV sequences.57
As discussed in Ref. 34, the R21,R2-1 sequence may be 
sandwiched between central-transition selective 90° pulses 
with phases 0° and 180° to convert the first-order central­
transition average Hamiltonian in Eq. (19) into a pure 2Q 
average Hamiltonian. We denote the resulting sandwiched 
sequence as ( n / 2)R21,R2-1( n /2),
HfkD(-1/2,1/2)[(n/2)R22R2-1(n /2 )]
2
’(S)4 Re 2  «2
\rn-1 /
X {Tjk(—1/2,1/2) + j(-1/2,1/2)}. (20)
This 2Q average Hamiltonian enables direct excitation of 
2QC from longitudinal magnetization, where the value of the 
constant cDD(S) reflects the increased dynamics of the exci­
tation process for the case of central-transition selective re­
coupling for half-integer quadrupolar nuclei S  >  1 / 2 com­
pared to the case of spin-1/2 nuclei.
E. Double-Quantum Recoupling under DOR
As discussed in the experimental section below, typical 
values for p ir/p or are in the order of 4.4-4.8. In the follow­
ing discussion, we assume without loss of generality that the 
values for p ir/p or lie in this range, except that “resonance 
conditions” of the type p ir/p or- L / 2 with L  being an arbi­
trary integer are avoided. These special cases arise from the 
expression m irp ir/p or in Eq. (17) that can take integer values 
if the p ir/p or resembles multiples of 1/2.
The set of R22(pir/p or)R 2-1(pir/p or) sequences under 
DOR condition corresponds to the case of the R21,R2-1 se­
quence under MAS, i.e., synchronized with the rotation of 
the outer rotor. In the case that central-transition selective 
1800 pulses centered in the outer-rotation periods are used as 
basic elements, homonuclear dipolar recoupling is achieved, 
where the recoupled dipolar terms are in general given by 
(l, m ir, m or, X ,^ ) - ( 2 ,0 ,  ± 2 ,2 ,0 ) , (2 ,0 , ± 2 ,2 ,- 2 ) ,
(2 ,0 , ± 2 ,2 ,2 ) , (2 ,0 , ±  1 ,2 ,0 ), (2 ,0 , ±  1 ,2 ,-2 ) , and 
(2 ,0 , ±  1 ,2 ,2 ). Analogous to the case in Sec. IID , the first­
order dipolar average Hamiltonian for the 
R22(pir/p or)R 2-1(pir/p or) sequences bracketed by central­
transition selective 90° pulses is given by
HDD(-1/2,1/2)[(n/2)R21(pir/por)R2-1(pir/por)(n/2)]
—jk
20m 20
X{T2jk(-1/2,1/2) + T'k(-1/2,1/2)2-2 22 °}, (21)
where the frequencies «20m 20 are defined in Eq. (12). The 
corresponding scaling factor K20m 20 are related to the scal­
ing factors in Table I by
k 20120 -  dm (ß io )k 2120 ~  ° .536k 2120, (22)
b +2
FIG. 2. (a) rf pulse sequence to record 2D  hom onuclear 2Q correlation 
spectra on half-integer quadrupolar nuclei. The subscript “sel” indicates 
central-transition-selective pulses. A  D FS may be used to enhance 
the central-transition population difference. The rotor-synchronized se­
quence denoted R N ^RN -V achieves hom onuclear recoupling. (b) Coherence 
transfer pathway diagram (Ref. 60 ) for the S -spins.
k20220 -  dù2 (ß Io)k2120 ~  ° .158k:2120 (23)
Again, these scaling factors are strictly only valid for the 
case of spin-1/2 nuclei. An important property of the 
R22(pir/p or)R2-1(pir/p or) sequences is that solely homo- 
nuclear dipolar coupling terms with the quantum number 
m ir- 0  are recoupled. As a result, the central-transition first­
order dipolar average Hamiltonian becomes independent of 
the initial position of the inner rotor. This property is essen­
tial for the experimental implementation, since it allows one 
to ignore the rotation of the inner rotor between the 2Q ex­
citation and reconversion parts in the pulse sequence.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Pulse sequence
As the analysis in the previous section has made clear, 
2Q spectroscopy of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei under 
DOR conditions may be performed using the rf pulse se­
quence shown in Fig. 2(a) analogous to the pulse sequences 
operating under MAS conditions.29,34 The sequence starts by 
optionally enhancing the S-spin central-transition population 
by a double-frequency sweep (DFS),58 where the rf fre­
quency has to be adiabatically swept over a subset of the 
satellite-transition spectral interval ensuring that the central 
transition is unaffected by the rf irradiation. In the following, 
homonuclear 2QC are excited by a central-transition selec­
tive R N ^(p ir/p or)R N -v(p ir/p or) sequence that is bracketed by 
central-transition 90° pulses, starting at a fixed position of 
the outer rotor. The excited 2QC are subjected to a Hahn 
echo59 sequence of total duration T  employing a central­
transition selective 180° pulse as refocusing pulse in the cen­
ter of the evolution time interval, which together with phase 
cycling allows to select the coherence transfer pathway,60 as 
shown in Fig. 2(b), as two-spin and single-spin 2QC behave
29differently under a central-transition selective 180° pulse.
In case 2D 2Q spectra should be recorded the 180° pulse is 
shifted by an interval t 1 / 2 with respect to the center of the 
interval T , which has to be chosen as an integer number of 
outer rotation periods. Subsequently, the 2QC are recon­
verted into longitudinal central-transition magnetization by a 
second R N ^(p ir / p or)R N -v(p ir / p or) block bracketed by 
central-transition selective 90° pulses. Finally, observable 
central-transition transverse magnetization is created by a
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Na chemical shift [ppm]
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Crystal structure o f N a2SO 3, where the three 
inequivalent N a sites are labeled (Ref. 62 ) . (b) Experimental single-pulse  
23N a D O R  spectrum o f Na2SO 3 at outer and inner spinning frequencies of 
1803 and 8000 Hz, respectively, and at an external field o f 14.1 T. The 
assignment o f the 23N a resonances according to Ref. 64  is indicated.
central-transition selective 90° read pulse at a time point that 
corresponds to either the upward (a°OL- 0 )  or downward 
(a°OL -180°) position of the inner rotor with respect to the 
external magnetic field to achieve suppression of odd-order 
spinning sidebands of the outer rotation during signal 
detection.8,56
The constant-time procedure in the t 1 increment prevents 
spinning sidebands in the corresponding indirect spectral 
dimension. These sidebands will arise from the modulation 
of the 2Q signal amplitudes if the starting-time point of the 
reconversion sequence (and therefore the position of the 
outer rotor) is shifted as t 1 is incremented. This rotor 
encoding61 may be avoided if the recoupling sequence is 
y-encoded,32 i.e., the 2Q signal amplitudes depend only on 
two of the three powder angles Q MR or Q MI for the cases of 
MAS or DOR, respectively. However, since the 
R2J!(pir/p or)R2-1(pir/p or) sequences are not y-encoded, rotor 
encoding can only be avoided by incrementing t1 in steps of 
an integer number of outer-rotation periods leading to a lim­
ited spectral width in « 1 or by the constant-time procedure 
used here.
All experiments were performed at static magnetic fields 
of 14.1 T using a Bruker Advance-II console and a homebuilt 
single-resonance DOR probehead utilizing air bearings for 
the inner rotor and employing a computer-assisted startup 
procedure.12,13 We typically used spinning frequencies of 
1700-1800 Hz for the outer rotor, where the ratio of the 
spinning frequencies of the inner and outer rotor were in the 
order p ir/p or~ 4 .4 -4 .8 . The 2Q experiments were carried 
out on 23Na and 27Al at Larmor frequencies of -158.8 and 
-156.4 MHz, respectively. The total 2Q filtered (2QF) effi­
ciencies were determined by integration of all 2Q signals and 
dividing the result by the integral of the signals in a single­
pulse reference spectrum under otherwise identical experi­
mental conditions (including the optional enhancement of the
1Q Na chemical shift [ppm]
FIG. 4. (a) Experimental total 23N a 2Q filtered efficiencies obtained in 
N a2SO 3 as a function o f TeXc - r rec recorder using the R 2^(4.44)R 2-1(4.44) 
sequence at outer and inner spinning frequencies o f 1803 and 8000 Hz, 
respectively, and at an external field o f 14.1 T. The central-transition selec­
tive 90° pulses and 180° 23N a pulses em ployed an rf field strength of 
«rf/ 2 ^ - 5 .1  kH z and no DFS was used to enhance the 23N a central­
transition population difference. The spin-echo tim e was set to tw o outer- 
rotation periods T -1 .1 0 9  ms and for each experiment 256  transients were 
averaged with a relaxation delay o f 1 s. (b) Experimental 2D  23N a 2Q  
spectrum o f N a2SO3 using t ^ -  rrec- 1.109 ms (two outer-rotation periods). 
The spin-echo tim e was adjusted to 20  outer-rotation periods T  
-1 1 .0 9 3  ms, and the interval t1 was incremented in  64  steps o f At] 
-1 6 6 .6 7  ^ s , where 384 transients were averaged for each t1 increment. The 
other experimental parameters were identical to those given in (a).
central-transition population by DFS). In order to select the 
2Q coherence pathways in Fig. 2(b), the excitation block, the 
selective 180° pulse, and the selective 90° read pulse were 
phase cycled using four, eight, and four steps, respectively, 
leading to a 128 step phase cycle in total. 2D experiments 
employed the time-proportional phase incrementation proce­
dure (TPPI).60
B. Experimental results 
1. 23Na „S=3/2)
A sample of Na2SO3 was chosen in a first step to experi­
mentally investigate the potential of 2Q DOR spectroscopy 
in spin-3/2 systems. The crystal structure of Na2SO3 is 
shown in Fig. 3(a).62,63 It contains three inequivalent Na sites 
labeled N a1, Na2, and Na3 with the ratio in quantities of 
1:1:2, which is reflected in the one-dimensional 23Na DOR 
spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b). The resonances of Na1, Na2, 
and Na3 are observed at 4.6, 5.6, and -1 .1  ppm respectively, 
where the assignment is made according to Power.64
Experimental 23Na two-spin 2QF efficiencies obtained in 
a sample of Na2SO3 employing the pulse sequence in 
Fig. 2(a) with the R22(4.44)R2-1(4.44) recoupling sequence
as a function of the excitation interval Texc-  Trec are shown in 
Fig. 4(a). In the crystal structure of Na2SO3 at distances 
shorter than 400 pm the contacts N a1-N a 2 (309 pm),
aa
3
b
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Al chemical shift [ppm]
FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Crystal structure o f VPI-5, where the A l sites with 
tetrahedral and octahedral symmetry are indicated (Ref. 65) . (b) Experimen­
tal DFS enhanced single-pulse 27A l DOR spectrum o f VPI-5 at outer and 
inner spinning frequencies o f 1700 and 8020 Hz, respectively, and at an 
external field o f 14.1 T. The assignm ent o f the 27A l resonances according to 
Ref. 68 is indicated. The parameters o f the D FS were identical to those 
given in the caption o f Fig. 6(a).
Na2-N a 3 (332 pm), Na1-N a 3 (376 pm), and Na3-N a 3 (376 
pm) can be found with the relative occurrences of 2:6:6:3. 
N a1-N a 1 and Na2-N a 2 contacts can first be found at a dis­
tance of 546 pm.63 We obtain a maximum in the 2QF effi­
ciency of 5.5% at an excitation time of 2.2 ms.
Figure 4(b) shows the 2D 23Na DOR spectrum of 
Na2SO3 obtained at excitation and reconversion intervals of 
Texc-T rec- 1.109 ms. The resulting 2D spectrum is well re-
solved in both spectral dimensions because the second-order 
quadrupolar broadening is removed by the DOR resulting in 
an isotropic 2Q spectrum comparable to 2Q spectra obtained 
for spin-1/2 nuclei. The resonances of sites Na1 and Na3 
show a strong 2Q peak. The same applies to the resonances 
of sites Na2 and Na3. In addition, both the resonances of sites 
Na3 and Na2 show diagonal peaks, where the latter is rela­
tively weak. Finally, the resonances of sites Na1 and Na2 
show a 2Q signal with a relative small intensity compared to 
the Na2-N a 3, N a1-N a 3, and Na3-N a 3 signals in spite of the 
shorter N a1 -N a 2 distance because of the much lower occur­
rence of this type of internuclear contact. Although both the 
N a1-N a 1 and Na2-N a 2 distances are 546 pm, only the weak 
Na2-N a 2 diagonal 2Q peak could be observed in the 2D 
spectrum.
2. 27Al „S=5/2)
In a second step, we chose a sample of the aluminophos- 
phate VPI-5 to investigate 2Q DOR spectroscopy of spin-5/2 
nuclei. The crystal structure of VPI-5 is shown in Fig. 5(a). It 
contains three distinct Al sites denoted Al]^, Al2V, and Al^V, 
of which A l1VI has octahedral coordination, and AlI2V and AlI3V 
have tetrahedral coordination.65,66 The one-dimensional DFS 
enhanced single-pulse 27Al DOR spectrum of VPI-5 at room 
temperature and an external field of 14.1 T shown in Fig.
5(b) contains three resonance lines at shifts of -13.9, 41.5, 
and 42.0 ppm, where the latter two are largely overlapping. 
The resonance at -13 .9  ppm stems from the octahedral Al]^ 
site whose quadrupolar coupling and asymmetry parameter 
are given by67 Cq -3 .4  MHz and tjq-0 .91 . The resonances 
at 41.5 and 42.0 ppm stem from the tetrahedral sites AlI3V and 
AlI2V, respectively, following the assignment by Grobet et 
al.,68 where Engelhardt has suggested the opposite 
assignment.69 As pointed out in Ref. 68, the spectral separa­
tion between the resonances from AlI2V and AlI3V increases 
with smaller external magnetic fields due to the (second or­
der) quadrupolar-induced shift, hence 27Al DOR spectra of 
VPI-5 at lower external fields show better spectral resolution. 
However, this represents a special case and in general higher 
external fields lead to better resolved spectra for quadrupolar 
nuclei also in the case of DOR because of the larger spread 
in the spectral frequencies due to the isotropic chemical 
shifts. Although the values for C q and tjq are not known for 
the sites AlJ^ and A l^ , the quadrupolar products P q -  C q (1 
+ t]2q/ 2)1/2 have been determined70 to be 2.8 and 1.3 mHz, 
respectively. The closest A l-A l distances (below 500 pm) 
involve the following pairs of Al sites. First, A l^ - A l^  con­
nectivities at 437 and 484 pm, second Al1VI-A lI3V contacts at 
448 and 471 pm, third A l^ - A l^  distances of 470 and 479 
pm, and finally a AlJ,V-Al!,V separation of 498 pm. In addi­
tion, the closest contacts of type A l^ -A l]^  and Al3V-Al3V 
can be found at 594 and 521 pm, respectively.
Experimental 23Al 2QF efficiencies obtained in a sample 
of VPI-5 using the R2^(4.72)R 2-1 (4.72) recoupling sequence 
as a function of the excitation interval Texc-  Trec are shown in 
Fig. 6(a). The experimentally obtained 27Al 2QF efficiency 
in VPI-5 is unfortunately quite low. we obtain a maximum 
efficiency of 0.055% at an excitation time of 1.179 ms.
The reasons for this low efficiency will be investigated 
in more detail in the following section. First, the combination 
of the slow rotation of the outer rotor together with the short 
180° pulse lengths leads to very low scaling factor of the 
recoupled dipolar interactions. Second, the relatively weak 
quadrupolar interaction of site AlI3V makes it difficult to op­
erate in the central-transition selective regime of the rf pulses 
for this site, hence leading to low efficiency in the excitation 
of 2QC involving this site. Third, the relatively large differ­
ences in chemical shift of the tetrahedral and octahedral co­
ordinated Al sites reduce the 2QF efficiency further since the 
basic R2^(pir/p or)R 2-1(pir/p or) sequences are not well com­
pensated for these circumstances.
Figure 6(b) shows the 27Al 2D 2Q spectrum of VPI-5 
obtained using the R2J,(4.8)R2-1(4.8) sequence for Texc 
-T rec- 1.163 ms. In spite of the low efficiency for the exci­
tation of 2QC, the spectrum shows clearly a 2Q peak be­
tween the sites A l1VI and mainly AlI2V but also (manifested as 
shoulder) Al^V. In addition, the spectrum shows a diagonal 
peak for the resonances of the tetrahedral sites. Therefore, 
the 2D 2Q DOR spectrum is in agreement with the spatial 
proximities listed above of the different Al sites in VPI-5.
C. Numerical simulations
In order to understand our experimental results in greater 
depth and evaluate the practical potential of the homonuclear
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FIG. 6. (a) Experimental 27A l 2Q filtered efficiencies obtained in VPI-5 as a 
function o f Texc=Trec obtained using the R 22(4 .72)R 2-'(4 .72) sequence at 
outer and inner spinning frequencies o f 1700 and 8020 Hz, respectively, and 
at an external field o f 14.1 T. The central-transition selective 90° pulses and 
180° 27A l pulses em ployed an rf field strength o f  wrf= 6  kH z and a DFS of 
8 ms duration and 9 kHz rf field strength was used to enhance the 27Al 
central-transition population difference. The spin-echo tim e was set to two  
outer-rotation periods T  = 1 .1 7 6  ms and for each experiment 11 520 tran­
sients were averaged with a relaxation delay o f 0 .2  s. (b) Experimental 2D  
27A l 2Q spectrum o f VPI-5 obtained using the R 2^(4.8)R 2-1(4.8) sequence  
at outer and inner spinning frequencies o f 1720 and 8250 Hz, respectively, 
and an excitation interval o f Texc= r Iec= 1.163 ms (two outer-rotation peri­
ods). The spin-echo tim e was set to tw o outer-rotation periods and the in­
terval Î1 was incremented in 32 steps o f AÎ1= 2 1 .7 4  ^ s , where 5632 tran­
sients were averaged for each Î1 increment. The other experimental 
parameters were identical to those given in (a).
2Q recoupling of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei under DOR 
conditions using the R 2 \(p ir/p or)R 2-1(pir/p or) sequences,
we performed numerically exact simulations for dipolar
coupled 23N a - 23Na and 27A l - 27Al two-spin systems em­
ploying the pulse sequence in Fig. 2. Figure 7 shows numeri­
cally calculated two-spin 2QF efficiencies as a function of 
rexc= Trec, where we studied the following three representa­
tive cases:
(i) Considering isotropical chemical shifts, but no qua­
drupolar couplings. In addition, the rf field Hamiltonian was 
restricted to the central-transition part. The results of these 
simulations are depicted by short-dashed lines in Fig. 7 . 
They give a general idea about the ideal hypothetical perfor­
mance of the recoupling sequence.
(ii) Considering isotropical chemical shifts, first- and 
second-order quadrupolar couplings, but again restricting the 
rf Hamiltonian to the central-transition part. The correspond­
ing results are indicated by long-dashed lines in Fig. 7 . This 
hypothetical case allows to evaluate the influence of the in­
ability to employ rf pulses solely to the central transition on 
the efficiency to excite 2QC.
(iii) The realistic case, considering isotropic chemical 
shifts, first- and second-order quadrupolar couplings, and the 
full form of the rf Hamiltonian. The results for this case are 
shown as solid-lines in Fig. 7 .
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FIG. 7. Num erically simulated 2Q filtered efficiencies as a function o f 
Texc = Trec for the R 22(4 .6 )R 2-1(4.6) sequence at outer and inner spinning 
frequencies o f  2000 and 9600 Hz, respectively and at an external field o f  
14.1 T. [(a) and (b)] Dipolar coupled tw o-spin 23N a 1- 23N a2 system  using a 
dipolar coupling o f  bjk/ 2 ^ = - 1 7 6  H z and an rf field strength o f 7.5 kHz, 
and [(c) and (d)] dipolar-coupled tw o-spin 27A l1- 27A l2 system  with a dipo­
lar coupling o f  bjk/ 2 ^ = - 9 6  H z and em ploying an rf field with the strength 
o f 5 kHz, hence in all cases the duration o f a central-transition-selective 
180° pulse is given by 33.3 ^ s  (ƒ=  0.067). The isotropical chem ical shifts 
are chosen such that the spectral peaks o f 23N a 1 /  23N a 2 and 27A l1 /  27A l2 are 
observed at <5obs= — 750 H z in the case o f (a) and (c), and at ± 1 5 0 0  H z in 
the case o f (b) and (d). Solid lines: Num erically exact simulations consid­
ering the first- and second-order quadrupolar couplings, the isotropic chem i­
cal shifts, and the full form  o f the rf Hamiltonian. Long-dashed lines: A s for 
the solid-lines, but the rf Hamiltonian has been restricted to the central­
transition part. Short-dashed lines: A s for the long-dashed lines, except that 
the quadrupolar coupling is set to zero. In (a) and (b) the quadrupolar cou­
pling constant and asymmetry parameter o f sites 23N a 1 and 23N a2 were set to 
(Cq / M H z,^ q ) = (3 .0 ,0 .3 ) , (1 .0 ,0 .7 ) (black lines) and (Cq / M H z,^ q) 
= (3 .0 ,0 .3 ) ,(0 .5 ,0 .7 )  (gray lines). In (c) and (d), the quadrupolar coupling 
constant and asymmetry parameter o f sites 27A l1 and 27A l2 were set to 
(Cq / M H z,^ q ) = (6 .0 ,0 .3 ) , (2 .0 ,0 .7 ), (black lines) and (Cq / M H z,^ q) 
= (6 .0 ,0 .3 ) , ( 1.0 ,0 .7 ) (gray lines).
All simulations were performed using SIM PSO N version 
1.1.2 (Ref. 71) that allows to simulate DOR experiments. We 
added additional functions to SIM PSON that allow to restrict 
the rf Hamiltonian to the central-transition part and enable to 
set the initial rotor phases aPI0 and a°0L. In all cases, powder 
averaging was accomplished using a set of 1154 triplets of 
{a MI,ß MI,yMi} angles chosen according to the Zaremba- 
Conroy-Wolfsberg (ZCW) scheme.72-74 Additional param­
eters used for the different simulations are indicated in the 
caption of Fig. 7.
The simulations use outer and inner spinning frequencies 
of 2000 and 9600 Hz (p ir/por=4.6), respectively, at an exter­
nal field of 14.1 T. As basic element, a central-transition 
selective 1800 pulse centered in the outer rotation period was 
chosen. All pulses except the last 90° read pulse were taken 
explicitly into account in the simulations. The starting and 
detecting density operator were set to central-transition 
z-magnetization. The central-transition two-spin 2QC were 
selected by setting all other elements in the density matrix to 
zero before and after the 180° spin-echo pulse. We confirmed 
that the simulated 2QF efficiencies are independent of the 
initial position a I00 of the inner rotor.
Figure 7 is organized as follows: The first row [(a) and 
(b)] shows the results obtained for a dipolar coupled
a
d 00 5
t [ms]
exc 1 J
e
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two-23Na-spin system with a dipolar coupling of b jk/ 2ot 
= -176  Hz. The rf field strength for all Na pulses is set to 
7.5 kHz. The second row [(c) and (d)] depicts the results for 
a dipolar coupled two-27Al-spin system with a dipolar cou­
pling of bjk/2ot= -96  Hz chosen scaled by a factor of 
c^2 (3 /2 ) /c22 (5/2) = 6/11 with a respect to the 23N a - 23Na 
dipolar coupling to account for the faster dynamics of the 2Q 
excitation process, as shown in Eqs. (20) and (21). The rf 
field for all 27Al pulses is adjusted to 5 kHz. Hence, both for 
23Na and 27Al the duration of a central-transition-selective 
180° pulse is given by 33.3 fis  ( f  =0.067).
The isotropic chemical shift for the simulations in the 
left column [(a) and (c)] was chosen such that in all cases the 
spectral peaks of the two sites are observed at <5obs 
= ±  750 Hz with respect to the reference frequency. In the 
case of the results shown in the right column [(b) and (d)], 
the isotropic chemical shift was adjusted such that the spec­
tral peaks are observed at <5obs = ±  1500 Hz.
In addition, we studied the influence of the size of the 
quadrupolar coupling on the two-spin 2QC excitation effi­
ciency. In case of the 23Na simulations in (a) and (b) the 
black lines represent the choice of the quadrupolar coupling 
constant and asymmetry parameter of {Cq/ MHz , ^ q} 
= {3.0,0.3} and {1.0, 0.7} for the two sites, respectively, and 
the gray lines are the result of simulations in which these 
parameters were set to {Cq/ MHz , ^ q} = {3.0,0.3} and {0.5,
0.7}. In case of the 27Al simulations in (c) and (d), these 
parameters were set to {Cq/ MHz , ^ q} = {6.0,0.3},{2.0,0.7} 
(black lines) and {Cq/ MHz , ^ q} = {6.0,0.3},{1.0,0.7} (gray 
lines) for the two sites, respectively.
Due to the small ratio of the central-transition-selective 
180° pulse and the outer rotor period of f  =0.067, the effec­
tive scaling factor of the recoupled homonuclear dipolar in­
teractions in first order average Hamiltonian theory is very 
small, as shown in Eq. (22) and Table I . Hence, the buildup 
of two-spin 2QC is relatively slow as is evident from the 
dynamics in Fig. 7 . In addition, for small f ,  the homonuclear 
recoupling is to a certain extend achieved by cross terms in 
second-order average Hamiltonian theory involving the 
homonuclear dipolar coupling and either the chemical shift 
or the quadrupolar coupling as can be seen by comparing the 
results in the left and right column of Fig. 7. This has been 
discussed before in the context of the homonuclear recou­
pling of spin-1/2 nuclei by rf-driven recoupling (RFDR),75 
finite-pulse RFDR (fpRFDR),76 R4^, and R6^.3 As a result, 
the dynamics of the 2Q excitation is not only sensitive to the 
homonuclear dipolar coupling but also depends on the 
chemical shifts and quadrupolar couplings of the involved 
nuclear sites.
An important limitation of the application of rf pulse 
sequences to half-integer quadrupolar nuclei is the difficulty 
to selectively rotate the central-transition polarizations. The 
simulations depicted by long-dashed black and gray lines in 
Fig. 7 show that more than 40% 2QF efficiencies could be 
achieved when only taking the central-transition part of the rf 
Hamiltonian into account. This value drops below 12% in 
case of 23Na and below 8% in case of 27Al when the full 
form of the rf Hamiltonian is considered in the simulations 
that are shown as solid black. This effect becomes even more
evident when the quadrupolar coupling of one site is further 
reduced (gray lines). In this case, the maximum achieved 
2QF efficiencies are reduced to below 8% in the case of 23Na 
and below 3.5% in the case of 27Al.
Furthermore, as becomes evident when comparing the 
results in the left column [(a) and (c)] to the results in the 
right column [(b) and (d)], the R 2 \(p ir/p or)R2-1(pir/p or) se­
quences are not well compensated for isotropic chemical 
shifts and rf frequency offsets. Lo and Edén have found the 
same property for the R2-2R2-1 sequence under MAS condi­
tion and therefore suggested variants of this sequence to im-
37prove the compensation. We are currently investigating 
these sequences for application under DOR condition.
As a result, for systems possessing sites with a large 
spread in chemical shifts and both small and large quadrupo­
lar couplings, 2Q excitation gets considerably less efficient, 
since it is difficult to both operate in the central-transition- 
selective regime for all sites and ensure sufficient broadband 
excitation by the rf pulses. An alternative approach besides 
compensated recoupling sequences could also be to operate 
in the regime of strong nonselective rf pulses that can be 
achieved employing microcoils, which so far have been suc­
cessfully combined with MAS.77,78
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, we have extended the theory of 
symmetry based pulse sequences of types CN^ and R N ^  op­
erating under MAS to the case of DOR and central-transition 
selective pulses in systems of half-integer quadrupolar nu­
clei. For this purpose, the symmetry of the homonuclear di­
polar interactions and /-couplings under central-transition- 
selective spin rotations were presented. It has been shown 
that the sequence R2^R2-1 originally developed for homo­
nuclear dipolar recoupling of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei 
under MAS condition,34 may be used for the same purpose 
under DOR, if the rf pulses are synchronized with the outer 
rotation of the sample. We have applied this sequence, sand­
wiched by central-transition selective 90° pulses, to excite 
2QC in homonuclear spin-systems consisting of 23Na and 
27Al nuclei. We showed that the experimental 2QF efficien­
cies in the case of 23Na are well satisfactory to allow the 
broad application of 2Q 23Na spectroscopy under experimen­
tal DOR conditions that are currently achievable. In the case 
of 27Al, we found that large differences in the quadrupolar 
couplings and isotropic shifts of the recoupled nuclei reduce 
the 2QF efficiencies significantly. However, because of the 
superior spectral resolution of 2D 2Q DOR spectra, we see 
substantial potential in cases in which the distribution of 
chemical shifts and quadrupolar couplings is not as large, as 
for example in the case of 17O in biological materials. Fur­
thermore, we expect a significantly improved performance of 
the recoupling sequences also for the case of 27Al for pulse 
sequences better compensated for rf offsets and future im­
proved DOR stator designs that allow faster spinning of the 
outer rotor.
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